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In this article the eigenvalue problem for hemivariational inequalities is studied.
First some existence results are obtained by applying a critical point method
suitable for nonconvex nonsmooth energy functions. Further some results concern-
ing the multiplicity of solutions are proved. Applications from mechanics illustrate
the theory. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The consideration of more realistic laws in mechanics and engineering
of nonmonotone multivalued nature leads to nonconvex nonsmooth energy
functions in the corresponding boundary value problems. A new type of
variational expressions results, the so-called hemivariational inequalities,
solution characterizes the equilibrium of the problem studied in the static
cases and the evolution of the phenomenon in the dynamic cases. The
theory of hemivariational inequalities is closely related with the search of
 .local critical points e.g., minima or maxima for nonconvex nonsmooth
energy functions. A hemivariational inequality reduces in the special case
of convexity to a variational inequality and the search for a local critical
point to the search for a global minimum.
The development of the theory of hemivariational inequalities began
w xwith the work of the second author 1]5 who dealt especially with the
derivation and study of variational ‘‘principles’’ for mechanical problems
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involving nonconvex nonsmooth energy functions. The reader can find in
w x3 all related references. Concerning the existence of solutions of hemi-
w xvariational inequalities one can find in 2, 3 results based on compactness
w xarguments and in 6]8 results by Naniewicz based on pseudomonotonicity
arguments for multivalued mappings. For a complete mathematical theory
w xwe refer the reader to 9 and for the corresponding optimal control
w xproblem to the works of Haslinger and Panagiotopoulos 10, 11 and
w xMiettinen and Haslinger 12, 13 . Here we deal with the existence and the
multiplicity of solutions for the eigenvalue problem for hemivariational
inequalities. Such types of eigenvalue problems arise in the stability
analysis of mechanical systems described by hemivariational inequalities.
Let V be an infinite dimensional real Hilbert space with the scalar
 . 5 5product ., . and the norm ? , which is densely and compactly imbed-VV
p N .ded in L V; R for some p G 2, N G 1 and a bounded domain V in
Rm, m G 1. Consider a continuous symmetric bilinear form a: V = V ª R
on V whose corresponding self-adjoint bounded linear operator is
A: V ª V, i.e.,
Au, ¨ s a u , ¨ for all u , ¨ g V . 1 .  .  .V
It is given also a function j: V = R N ª R of Caratheodory type, i.e.,´
 . N  .a for every y g R , the function j ?, y : V ª R is measurable;
 .  . Nb for every x g V, the function j x, ? : R ª R is locally
Lipschitz;
 .  .c j ?, 0 : V ª R is bounded.
Assume further that the growth condition
< < < < py1 Nw F c 1 q y for all x g V , y g R and w g ­ j x , y 2 .  . . y
holds, where c is a positive constant. Throughout the paper we denote by
< < N  .? the Euclidean norm in R and by ­ j x, y Clarke’s generalizedy
 . Ngradient of j at x, y g V = R with respect to the second variable y.
 .The notation ­ F without any subscript means the total generalized
gradient of the functional F.
Corresponding to each f g V * and each r ) 0 we formulate the follow-
ing eigenvalue problem in the form of a hemivariational inequality:
 . 5 5P Find u g V with u s r and l g R such thatVf , r
 : 0a u , ¨ y f , ¨ q j x , u; ¨ dx G l u , ¨ for all ¨ g V . 3 .  .  .  .V H V
V
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 .In writing the inequality 3 we make use of the Clarke’s generalized
0 .directional derivative j x, w ; h defined by
1
0j x , w ; h s lim sup j x , w q h q th y j x , w q h .  .  . .
thª0
t x0
for all x g V and w , h g R N . 4 .
 .Accordingly, Clarke’s generalized gradient ­ j x, y is introduced byy
N  : N 0 N­ j x , y s z g R *; z , h F j x , y ; h , x , y g V = R 4 .  .  .  .Ry
5 .
 w x.see 14, p. 27 . The basic mathematical results for hemivariational in-
 .equalities, which are obtained for l s 0 in 3 , in the case where j is in
 .the form of a primitive for N s 1 as seen below in 7 are due to
w xPanagiotopoulos 1]3 . The consideration of general locally Lipschitz
N p N .functions j: V = R and of vector-valued solutions u g L V; R is due
w xto Naniewicz 6]9, 15 .
w xIn comparison with Ref. 16 , where the authors have also treated the
eigenvalue problem for the hemivariational inequalities, the novelties that
are presented here are the following:
 .A It is required that the eigensolution u g V belongs to a pre-
scribed sphere S in V,r
5 5 4S s ¨ g V ; ¨ s r . 6 .Vr
 .  :B The presence of the linear term f , ? does not allow theV
w xapplication 17, 18 of the Mountain Pass theorem of Ambrosetti and
w xRabinowitz in the variant of Chang 19 for locally Lipschitz functionals.
 .  . NC In 3 an arbitrary locally Lipschitz function j on V = R is
given that cannot be for N ) 1 of the form of a primitive
t
j x , t s Q x , t dt , x , t g V = R , 7 .  .  .  .H
0
w xas it was the case treated in 16 .
Note that we do not impose any coercivity hypothesis for the bilinear form
 .a or the operator A in 1 .
 .In order to apply to the problem P methods from the critical pointf , r
 .theory we assume that the data entering in 3 verify the hypothesis below:
 .  . 5 5H For every sequence ¨ ; V with ¨ s r, for every numberVf , r n n
w 2 5 5 2 5 5x  N .a g yr A , r A , and for every measurable map z: V ª R * such
p N .that ¨ ª ¨ strongly in L V; R for some ¨ g V,n
z x g ­ j x , ¨ x for a.e. x g V .  . .y
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and
a ¨ , ¨ ª a9, .n n
then
1
N :  :inf a w , w y a y f , ¨ q z x , ¨ x dx ) 0. 8 4 .  .  .  .V H R2  /r5 5w s1 VV
 .Hypothesis H is not standard in the critical point theory because itf , r
 .involves the sphere S defined in 6 . It is closely related to the verificationr
of the Palais]Smale condition on the sphere S for a functional associatedr
 .to problem P . For applications of the Palais]Smale conditions tof , r
w xdifferent variational problems we refer to 17]21 .
Our results are formulated further in Theorems 1 and 2. Theorem 1
 .  .establishes the existence of a solution u, l g V = R to problems P .f , r
Theorem 2 establishes the existence of a countable set of solutions
 .  . u , l in V = R of the homogeneous eigenvalue problem P i.e.,n n uG1 o, r
. Nf s 0 under the additional assumption that j: V = R ª R is even in the
second variable, that is,
j x , yy s j x , y , x , y g V = R N . 9 .  .  .  .
 .If j is equal to the primitive in 7 of the function Q: V = R ª R,
 .condition 9 is satisfied if Q is odd in the second variable, i.e.,
Q x , yt s yQ x , t . x , t g V = R , 10 .  .  .  .
is obvious. In particular, Theorems 1 and 2 extend Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 of
w x w x19 , and consequently the corresponding results in 18 for the smooth
case.
2. THE RESULTS
Let us consider the eigenvalue problem of the hemivariational form as
stated in Section 1.
THEOREM 1. Assume that a: V = V ª R is a continuous, symmetric,
bilinear form, f g V * and the function j: V = R N ª R satisfies the assump-
 .  .  .  .  .  .tions a , b , c , 2 , and H for a fixed r ) 0. Then the problem Pf , r f , r
 .admits a solution u, l g V = R. Moreo¨er, there exists a mapping
 N .   .  .: Nz: V ª R * such that the function x g V ª z x , u x is integrable,R
z x g ­ j x , u x for a.e. x g V .  . .y
and
1
N :  :l s L Au y f , u q z x , u x dx . .  .V H R2  /t V
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p N .Proof. We introduce the functional J: L V; R ª R by
J ¨ s j x , ¨ x dx , ¨ g L p V ; R N . 11 .  .  .  . .H
V
 .  .  .Under the hypotheses a , b and the growth condition 2 the func-
p N .tional J is well-defined on L V; R and is Lipschitz continuous on the
p N .  w x.bounded subsets of L V; R cf. 14, p.83 . Moreover, for Clarke’s
 . p N .generalized gradient ­ J ¨ ; L V; R * one has the inclusion
­ J ¨ ; ­ j x , ¨ x dx , ¨ g L p V ; R N . 12 .  .  .  . .H y
V
Since the Hilbert space V is densely and continuously imbedded in
p N .  . .L V; R the generalized gradient ­ J N ¨ ; V * of the restrictionV
J N : V ª R has the property thatV
­ J N ¨ ; ­ J ¨ , ¨ g V 13 .  .  .  .V
 w x.cf. Theorem 2.2 in 19 . Our argument concerns the locally Lipschitz
functional I: V ª R defined by
1  :I ¨ s a ¨ , ¨ y f , ¨ q J ¨ , ¨ g V , 14 .  .  .  .V2
 .with J given in 11 . Denoting by L: V ª V * the duality isomorphism
 :L¨ , u s ¨ , u , u , ¨ g V , 15 .  .V V
 .  .  .  .we see from 1 , 14 , and 15 that the generalized gradient ­ I ¨ ; V * is
expressed as
<­ I ¨ s L A¨ y f q ­ J ¨ , ¨ g V . 16 .  .  .  .V
 .  .By the growth condition 2 and hypothesis c one deduces the existence
of positive constants a , a such that the estimate1 2
< < < < p Nj x , y F a q a y for all x , y g V = R 17 .  .  .1 2
 .holds. Indeed, estimate 17 is obtained from the inequalities
< < < < <j x , y F j x , y y j x , 0 q j x , 0 .  .  .  .
< < < : < NF j x , 0 q max w , y . R
 .wg­ j x , Yy
w xYg 0, y
< < < < py1 < <F j x , 0 q max c 1 q Y y .  .
w xYg 0, y
< < < < py1 < < NF j x , 0 q c 1 q y y for all x , y g V = R . .  . .
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We used above Lebourg’s mean value theorem for locally Lipschitz func-
 w x.  .  .tions see 14, p. 41 . Then we obtain from 14 and 17 that
1 2< < 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 < <I u F A ¨ q f ¨ q j x , ¨ x dx .  . .V V * V H2
V
1 2 p
p5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 < < 5 5F A ¨ q f ¨ q a V q a ¨ , ¨ g V , 18 .V V * V L1 22
< < nwhere V stands for the Lebesgue measure of the domain V ; R . The
p N .continuity of the imbedding V ; L V; R ensures the existence of a
 .positive constant C V such thatp
5 5 p 5 5¨ F C V ¨ for all ¨ g V . 19 .  .L Vp
 .  .Then 18 and 19 yield that
p2 p1< < 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 < < 5 5I ¨ F A ¨ q f ¨ q a V q a C V ¨ .  . .V V * V V1 2 p2
for all ¨ g V . 20 .
 .Relation 20 implies the boundedness of the functional I on the sphere Sr
 .in 6 . Thus there exists a constant M ) 0 such that
< < 5 5I ¨ F M for all ¨ g V with ¨ s r . 21 .  .V
We consider now the restriction I N of the functional I to the sphereSr
 . .S ; V. The generalized gradient ­ I N ¨ for ¨ g S is equal tor S rr
1
 :­ I N ¨ s w y w , ¨ L¨ , where w g ­ I ¨ for all ¨ g S . .  . . VS r2 5r r
22 .
Let us now check that I N satisfies the Palais]Smale condition on theSr w x  .sphere S in the sense of Chang 19 . Precisely, we have to show that if ¨r n
is a sequence on the sphere S such thatr
5 5min z ; z g ­ I N ¨ ª 0 as n ª `, 23 .  . 4 .V * S nr
 .then ¨ possesses a strongly convergent subsequence in V.n
 .  .Taking into account 22 , we see from 23 that there exists a sequence
 .w ; V * satisfyingn
w g ­ I ¨ for all n 24 .  .n n
and
1
 :w y w , ¨ L¨ ª 0 in V * as n ª `. 25 .Vn n n n2r
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 .  .  .  .From 16 , 24 , and 25 we get the existence of a sequence z in V *n
with the properties
z g ­ J N ¨ for all n 26 .  .  .n V n
and
1
 :L A¨ y f q z y L A¨ y f q z , ¨ L¨ ª 0Vn n n n n n2r
in V * as n ª `. 27 .
5 5Since ¨ s r we can extract a subsequence again denoted by ¨Vn n
converging weakly in V to some ¨ g V
¨ ª ¨ weakly in V as n ª `. 28 .n
p N .The compactness of the imbedding V ; L V; R shows that
¨ ª ¨ strongly in L p V ; R N as n ª `. 29 .  .n
p N .The functional J being locally Lipschitz on L V; R one finds from
 .  .  .  . p N .29 , 26 , and 13 that z is bounded in L V; R *. Thus a subse-n
quence can be determined such that
z ª z weakly in L p V ; R N * as n ª `. 30 .  .n
p N .Due to the compactness of the imbedding L V; R * ; V * relation
 .30 implies
z ª z strongly in V * as n ª `. 31 .n
 .  .Combining 28 and 31 one obtains that
 :  :z , ¨ ª z , ¨ as n ª `. 32 .V Vn n
 .  .By the boundedness of ¨ in V we may suppose that a ¨ , ¨ ª a asn n n
 .  .  .  .n ª ` for some a g R. Then from 28 , 31 , and 32 it turns out that 27
implies that
1
 :  :A¨ y a y f , ¨ q z , ¨ ¨ converges in V as n ª `. 33 . .Vn n2r
 .  .  .  .By 26 , 13 , 29 , and 30 we deduce that
z g ­ J ¨ 34 .  .
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 w x.  .  .see 14, p. 29 . Thus 31 and 34 ensure the existence of a measurable
 N .mapping z: V ª R * which fulfills the conditions
z x g ­ j x , ¨ x for a.e. x g V 35 .  .  . .y
and
 :  : p N  : Nz , ¨ s z , ¨ s z x , ¨ x dx. 36 .  .  .V L V ; R . H R
V
 .  . p N .   .  .: NNote that due to 1 , 35 , and ¨ g L V; R one has z x , ¨ x gR
1 .  .  .L V; R . Replacing 36 in 33 one gets that
1
N :  :A¨ y a y f , ¨ q z x , ¨ x dx ¨ converges in V .  .V H Rn n2  /r V
as n ª `, 37 .
 .with z verifying 35 .
 .Consequently, we are in a position to invoke hypothesis H , and thusf , r
 .inequality 8 is valid. Now we can write the following inequality
1 2
N :  : 5 5inf a w , w y a y f , ¨ q z x , ¨ x dx ¨ y ¨ .  .  .V H R Vn k2  / /r5 5w s1 VV
1
N :  :F a ¨ y ¨ , ¨ y ¨ y a y f , ¨ q z x , ¨ x dx .  .  .V H Rn k n k 2  /r V
¨ y ¨ , ¨ y ¨ .n k n k /
V
1
N5  :  :F A ¨ y ¨ y a y f , ¨ q z x , ¨ x dx .  .  .V H Rn k 2  /r V
5 5 5¨ y ¨ ¨ y ¨ for all n , k . 38 .  .Vn k V n k
 .  .  .  .The convergence in 37 and the relations 8 and 38 show that ¨n
contains a Cauchy subsequence in V; thus ¨ converges along a subse-n
quence in V to ¨ . This completes the verification of the Palais]Smale
condition for I N .Sr
 .The boundedness property in 21 and the Palais]Smale condition for
<I that we just verified are the only requirements to apply theSr
Palais]Smale minimization theorem in Chang’s version of the locally
w xLipschitz functions 19, Theorem 3.5 to the functional I N with I givenSr
 .by 14 . Here we have to indicate that the above-mentioned result is stated
w xin 19 for a locally Lipschitz functional defined on a whole reflexive
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Banach space, but its variant for a function on a sphere S can be easilyr
derived or, more generally, for locally Lipschitz functionals on Banach
w x.manifolds as noted by Chang 19, Remark 3.3 . Then it follows that the
infimum of I on S is achieved. Thereforer
c s inf I 39 .
Sr
is a critical value of I N . It results in the existence of some u g S withS rr
0 g ­ I N u . 40 .  . .Sr
On the other hand one has
1
 :­ I N u s w y w , u Lu; w g ­ I u . 41 .  .  . . VS 2 5r r
 .  .  .From 40 , 41 , and 16 it is clear that there exists
z g ­ J N u ; ­ J u 42 .  .  .  .V
such that u solves the equation
1
 :L Au y f q z s Au y f q z , u Lu. 43 .V2r
 .  .  N .Formulas 42 and 12 allow us to find a mapping z: V ª R * having
the properties
z x g ­ j x , u x for a.e. x g V 44 .  .  . .y
and
 :  : Nz , ¨ s z x , ¨ x dx for all ¨ g V . 45 .  .  .V H R
V
Then setting
1
N :  :l s L Au y f , u q z x , u x dx , 46 .  .  .V H R2  /r V
 .  .one obtains from 43 ] 46 that
 :  : Nl u , ¨ y a u , ¨ q f , ¨ s z x , ¨ x dx .  .  .  .V H RV
V
 : N 0F max z , ¨ x dx s j x , u x ; ¨ x dx .  .  . .˜H R H
  ..zg­ j x , u xV V˜ 47 .y
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  .  ..  .for all ¨ g V see the notations in 4 , 5 . The last equality in 47 holds
w x  .because of proposition 2.1.2 of 14 . Relation 47 justifies that u g S is anr
 .eigensolution corresponding to the eigenvalue l given in 46 for the
 .eigenvalue problem 3 . This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Subsequently, from the proof of Theorem 1 one obtains the next
minimization result.
COROLLARY. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 are ¨erified. Then
 .the locally Lipschitz functional I: V ª R gi¨ en by 14 assumes its infimum
on the sphere S .r
We turn now to the problem of multiplicity of solutions to the hemivari-
ational eigenvalue problem. Since we intend to apply Clarke’s theorem
 w x w xsee 22, 18, p. 53 in Chang’s variant 19, Theorem 3.2 in the locally
Lipschitz setting, we have to assume that the functional I: V ª R defined
 . Nin 14 is even. This occurs if the integrand j: V = R ª R is even in the
 .second variable, i.e., 9 holds, and f s 0.
 .THEOREM 2. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1 suppose that 9
  . .is satisfied and f s 0. Then the eigen¨alue problem P i.e., P with f s 0o, r f , r
 .admits infinitely many distinct pairs of solutions "u , l ;n n nG 1
S = R withr
1
N :l s a u , u q z x , u x dx , n G 1. .  .  . . H Rn n n n n2r V
 N .  : NHere each z : V ª R * denotes a mapping such that z , u gRn n n
1 .L V; R and
z x g ­ j x , u x for a.e. x g V . .  . .n y n
 .Proof. First we check that if u, l g V = R is a solution of problem
 .  .  .P , then yu, l is also a solution of P . Indeed, by putting y¨ ino, r o, r
 .place of ¨ in 3 with f s 0 one obtains
a yu , ¨ q j0 x , u x ; y¨ x dx G l yu , ¨ for all ¨ g V . .  .  .  . .H V
V
Taking Clarke’s generalized directional derivative for even function cf.
 ..Eq. 9 we find that
j0 x , yu x ; ¨ x s j0 x , u x ; y¨ x for a.e. x g V . .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .Therefore yu, l solves also P . Consider the locally Lipschitz func-o, r
 .tional I: V ª R in 14 with f s 0, i.e.,
1I ¨ s a ¨ , ¨ q J ¨ , ¨ g V , 48 .  .  .  .2
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 .  .  .where J is given by 11 . Under the hypothesis 9 , I in 48 is even, i.e.,
I y¨ s I ¨ , ¨ g V . 49 .  .  .
In the proof of Theorem 1 it was shown that the functional I is bounded
 .  .on the sphere S defined by 6 , and thus 21 holds. Hence all ther
following minimax values
b s inf max I ¨ , n G 1, 50 .  .n
Sgg ¨gSn
 .are real numbers. In 50 , g represents the following class of closed andn
symmetric subsets of the sphere Sr
g s S ; S ; g S G n , 51 4 .  .n r
 .  w x.where g S means the genus of Krasnoselski of the set S cf. 18, 21 .
It was also shown in the proof of Theorem 1 that the functional I N Sr
satisfies the Palais]Smale condition on the sphere S . Therefore we canr
w xapply Theorem 3.2 of 19 to conclude that the infinitely many numbers bn
 .of 50 are critical values of I N . The properties of the genus ensure thatSr
even if the numbers b are not distinct there are corresponding infinitelyn
 .many critical points u ; S of I. Arguing as in the final part of then r
proof of Theorem 1 we see that each critical point u g S of I N is ann r Sr
 .eigenfunction of problem P whose associated eigenvalue l is ex-o, r n
pressed as in Theorem 2. The proof is thus complete.
Remark. If N s 1 and the function j: V = R ª R is given by the
 .primitive in 7 , then it is true that
­ J u ; Q x , u x , Q x , u x a.e. on V .  .  . .  .
 w x.see Theorem 2.1 of 19 . Then, by assuming
Q x , t ) 0 for t - 0, Q x , t - 0 for t ) 0 a.e. x g V , 52 .  .  .
clearly one has
 : Nz x , u x dx - 0 .  .H R
V
 . w   ..   ..xfor any mapping z on V which verifies z x g Q x, u x , Q x, u x for
 .a.e. x g V. So for r ) 0 sufficiently small the inequality 8 is satisfied.
w xTherefore our Theorem 1 and 2 extend Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 of Ref. 19 .
 .  .Note that when Q x, t is continuous on V = R, condition 52 reduces to
tQ x , t - 0 if t / 0, .
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w x  X .which is used in 18, p. 50 , as hypothesis p , with J replaced by yJ. The8
previous corollary constitutes a new result for this case.
3. APPLICATIONS
We give here two applications from mechanics. The first concerns a
plane elastic body subjected to nonmonotone possibly multivalued skin
friction conditions and the second the behavior of two adhesively con-
nected plates. In both cases a given cost or weight constraint must be
 .fulfilled, which leads to a condition of the type 6 , i.e., that the solution
sought must belong to sphere with given radius r.
 . 2i Let V ; R be an open bounded subset occupied by a linear
elastic body. The boundary G of V is assumed to be regular. On the
assumption of small deformations and of appropriately smooth functions
the boundary value problem satisfies the following relations for i, j s 1, 2
 .summation convection holds ,
s q f s 0 in V 53 .i j , j i
1« s u q u in V 54 .  .i j i , j j , i2
« s C c in V 55 .i j i jhk hk
s n s F on G 56 .i j j i
f s f q f in V , 57 .i i i
 4  4where f s f , f is the given body force and f s f , f is the unknown1 2 1 2
reaction caused by a skin friction effect which is assumed to be described
w xby the nonconvex superpotential law 3
2yf g ­ j x , u , x g V , u g R . 58 .  .
Here j is a nonconvex function of the Caratheodory type satisfying´
 .  .conditions a ] c of the previous section. Moreover, j is even in the
 4second variable u s u , u , which denotes the displacement of the plane1 2
w x  .  .  4body. For possible types of j we refer to 3 . In 53 ] 57 , s s si j
 4denotes the stress tensor, « s « denotes the strain tensor, the commai j
 4denotes the partial derivation, C s c denotes Hooke’s tensor of lineari jhk
elasticity satisfying the well-known symmetry and ellipticity conditions,
 4  4n s n denotes the outward unit normal vector to G, and F s F arei i
 .  .the prescribed forces acting on G. From 53 ] 58 we are led to the
 w x.following hemivariational inequality cf., e.g., 3, Chap. 4 on the assump-
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` . 2 . 2 .tion that C g L V , i, j, h, k s 1, 2, f g L V and F g L G : Findi jhk i i
w 1 .x2  .u g H V the classical Sobolev space such as to satisfy the inequality
 : 0a u , ¨ y u q l , ¨ y u q j x , u; ¨ y u dV G 0 .  .H
V
21;¨ g H V . 59 .  .
 .Here a ?, ? is the bilinear form of elasticity
a u , ¨ s C « u « ¨ dV , 60 .  .  .  .H i jhk i j hk
V
 .which is not coercive due to the boundary condition 56 , and
 :l , ¨ s f u dV q F ¨ dG , 61 .H Hi i i i
V G
 : w 1 .x2 w 1 . x2where ., . denotes the duality pairing between H V and H V 9 .
 .The hemivariational inequality 59 is a generalization of the inequality
w x  .studied in 23 , where, instead of 58 , componentwise laws having j
 .functions satisfying 7 are considered.
Following the derivation of the eigenvalue problem corresponding to a
w xhemivariational inequality as it is described in 16 we may formulate the
 4 w 1 .x2following eigenvalue problem: Find u, l g H V = R such that
5 5 1 2u s r andw H V .x
20 1 :a u , ¨ q l , ¨ j x , u , ¨ dV G l u , ¨ ;¨ g H V . 62 .  .  .  .  .H
V
For this problem Theorem 1 holds cf. Sobolev compact imbedding theo-
1 p.  .  .rem of H into L , on the assumption that 2 holds together with 8 .
1 .   . < < 22 .1r2We recall that the norm on H V is equivalent to a ., . q ? L V .
 .and using this norm permits us to determine a in 8 for given r.
 .Moreover, due to the fact that j x, . is even, Theorem 2 holds as well for
l s 0, i.e., for self-equilibrating sets of forces f in V and F at the
boundary G of the body under consideration. In the foregoing application
 .the study of the eigenvalue problem 62 involving the physical nonlinear-
ity of skin friction leads to the result that there exist several positions of
equilibrium compatible with the given cost or weight constraint.
 . w xii In 3, 24 we have shown that the position of equilibrium of two
plates connected by an adhesive material is characterized by the solution
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2 . 2 .of the hemivariational inequality: find u g H V , u g H V such as1 1 2 2
to fulfill the inequality
0 w x w xa u , ¨ y u q a u , ¨ y u q j x , u , ¨ y u dV .  .  .H1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
V9;V
G f , ¨ y u q f , ¨ y u ;¨ g H 2 V , ¨ g H 2 V . .  .  .  .1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
63 .
 .Here V9 ; V is the adhesive contact area, index 1 resp. 2 refers to plate
 .  . w x1 resp. 2 , a ., . , i s 1, 2, denotes the elastic plate energy, u denotes thei
relative displacement u y u of the two plates, f , i s 1, 2, denotes the1 2 i
 .forces acting on each plate, and j x, . is an even function expressing the
bonding force between the two plates. Both plates obey the linear theory
 .of Kirchhoff extension to the von Karman plate theory is possible . To´ ´
 .63 corresponds the following eigenvalue problem for f s f s 0: Find1 2
 4 2 .  4 2 . 5 5 22u , l g H V = R and u , l g H V = R such that u H V .1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1
5 5 22 2q u s r andH V .2 2
0 w x w xa u , ¨ q a u , ¨ q j x , u , ¨ dV .  .  .H1 1 1 2 2 2
V9
G l u , ¨ q l u , ¨ ;¨ gH 2 V , i s 1, 2. 64 .  .  .  .1 1 1 2 2 2 i i
This problem has a more general form than the one for which Theorems 1
 .  .  .and 2 have been proved. However, if j x, u fulfills hypotheses a ] c and
 .  2 .the growth assumption 2 , e.g., for p s 2 since H V is compactly and
` ..densely imbedded into L V , as well as the hypothesis H with thef , r
 .obvious modifications of 8 , then one can easily extend the proofs of
Theorems 1 and 2 to the present eigenvalue problem.
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